
To whom it may concern,  
 
After reading the submission for a restricted licence, It clearly is focused on 
non-compliance work being carried out, and advocated by the industry 
watchdogs whose directive is to protect and maintain the heath standards of 
Australian plumbing ! 
 
Over the last 30 years of contracting  in the plumbing industry, we have been 
subject to an avalanche of DYI, Bunning’s and now also Masters, gas fitters, 
electricians, civil work Companies, Large maintenance companies like Circo, 
Atco and Alinta gas, mining industry, and many more! 
All vying for a piece of the plumbing industry work.  
All wanting to self regulate, and acquire low training, low cost permits to 
enable low cost labourers doing a licensed Plumbing contractors job without 
the full training to do so,  
there are some 12000 licensed plumbing contractors with 3 times more 
licensed tradesmen , not to mention apprentices. 
  
WHY bother doing a four year apprenticeship! Just what is the Point?  
And Then! take time out, day or nights unpaid! and pay the training costs to 
become a Licensed Plumbing Contractor, that actually sounds LESS 
Professional that a licensed Tradesman??? ( what are they thinking??) 
Then to be subjected to continual undermining, of all your Extra Training, in 
the form of the above mentioned industries!   
 
Find that point, and either, stop the extra training Or uphold and safe Guard 
the Plumbing trade! 
 
I have worked all over our wonderful State of WA, and there is no reason for all 
this load of rubbish that is continually being regurgitated that, It’s too hard to 
get a Qualified plumber, That’s just a Lie!   
 
You must have and electrician to do electrical work ( 3 years TOTAL training )all 
other trades the same , so why the problem with plumbing??? 
 
 

Kind Regards  Colin Berkelaar  
 

Enviro Green Plumbers and Civil 
PL 5274    GP 5406 
 


